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  Most ACE members are probably familiar with the stone rows on Dartmoor and perhaps those on Exmoor and 
Bodmin Moor.  There is considerable variety, with the size of stones used varying a great deal as does their  
length.  In Scotland the rows are generally more consistent in form although even here surprises and oddities 
ensure that every visit is rewarded with something new.  Short rows consisting exclusively of small numbers of  
large stones are nowhere to be found in SW England.  By contrast in parts of Scotland this type of row is the  
norm.  The radical difference in stone row form and character strongly suggests that they are likely to have 
served very different purposes and it is perhaps worth emphasising that the Dartmoor type of row is entirely 
absent from the Scottish landscape.  The distributions of long rows consisting of stones of different sizes and 
that for short rows composed only of large stones are mutually exclusive.  They may even be of different date 
but certainly emphasise the existence of regional territories.  There was clearly an over-arching idea, but its 
execution varied from area to area.  Until we have firm dates from more rows any discussion of evolution must  
wait.  As with many things relating to the prehistoric period there seems to have been a single concept, but local 
interpretation on the best way to implement this concept was to say the least –flexible.  This may have perhaps 
been influenced to some extent by the range of available materials, but this does not explain the considerable 
differences in row length for example.  It is most likely that the differences reflect individual freedoms to  
express, interpret, create and relate to the ritual.  In today’s organised religions such freedoms of “religious” 
expression may seem alien and therefore difficult to comprehend.  They certainly seem to indicate a society  
where freedom of expression within certain parameters was possible or perhaps even encouraged.  This idea is  
certainly supported by the varied character of the evidence relating to burial customs. A myriad of different  
practises appear to have been carried out within a broad framework.
  In recent months I have had the opportunity to look at a number of the impressive and dare I say it, less 
impressive Scottish stone rows. This time we shall look at some of the more impressive examples in Argyll and 
Isles and in the future hopefully look at examples from other parts of the country.
  Many of the short rows consisting of large stones are to be found in Central Scotland and Argyll and the Isles. 
Full details on these and other rows can be found at: https://stonerows.wordpress.com/

Many stone rows in Argyll and Isles include three large stones. At Baliscate on the Isle of Mull the central stone  
has fallen or been deliberately toppled.

https://stonerows.wordpress.com/


At Ardnacross only one stone remains standing, but excavations here have demonstrated that the other two had 
been deliberately toppled into specially prepared holes. The date at which this happened could not be  

established, but the retention of one stone and the careful way in which the other two were “returned into the  
earth” implies a ritual or religious motivation.

The stone row at Ballochroy points towards a large cist. This is somewhat reminiscent of the situation at  
Lakehead Hill E on Dartmoor.

The cist at Ballochroy.



The row at Ballochroy is unusual in that two of the stones are set at right angles to the alignment of the row.

A departure from the norm! A pair of stones and a natural boulder form an alignment at Brainport Bay.



 

The Brainport Bay alignment enhanced to illustrate its unusual form.

Only two stones survive at Clochkeil, but excavations have shown that there were originally three.



Five stones at Dervaig Centre of which only two remain standing.  This row appears to have been deliberately  
placed behind a knoll to prevent views of the nearby sea.

As with its neighbour the row at Dervaig SSE appears to have been carefully positioned to ensure that the sea  
could not be seen. The sea is visible from this high level shot but on the ground it cannot be seen.



Only one stone at the Dunamuck, North row remains standing. The recumbent stones by comparison with those  
at Ardnacross are not flush with the ground and therefore ritual or religious toppling is a less likely  

explanation.

 

Amazingly the row at Escart survives within a “modern” farmyard. Rows composed of small or medium sized  
stones would not stand a chance!



The row at Glenamachrie which also stands fairly close to farm buildings is aligned on a cairn standing on the  
edge of the farmyard. Survival is a lottery.

 

By contrast the row at Glengorm despite its more remote location has been “re-modelled”. The stone in the  
background originally shared a single alignment with the other two. The “circle” of small stones is of historic  

date.



The Maol Mor stone row includes four stones. The row now stands in a forestry plantation and the original  
crucial visual relationship with its landscape destroyed for the moment.

Finally, the impressive stone row at Ballymeanoch sits within the amazing prehistoric ritual landscape at  
Kilmartin. The row stands close to a stone pair, kerbed cairn and henge.  Two of the stones are decorated with  

rock art.

  This brief look at some of the rows in Argyll and Isles provides a glimpse at the very different character and 
form of the rows in this part of Great Britain. The rows are very different to any that you will come across on 
Dartmoor and together they remind us of the huge diversity found in this small island. To some extent this is 
mirrored in the various historic vernacular building traditions, but by contrast the rows probably reflect real 
differences in the social and ritual beliefs of their builders rather than geology, geomorphology and climate.
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